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[" and maatingy ? 

| AR. LESAN; sure. 

‘ (whereupon, @ Short recess was taken.) 
' 

| MAR. BESAR: Uack on the record. 

| WY Mi. LESAN: 

| ‘Aro yuu familtlar with the test that the FDI runs on 

ciftles aslnyg a cotton swab to detecwine whether or not a rifle 

has becn fired cecontly? 

A lt has nuthing to Jo with whether the yun has been 

fiyrewl recently of not. Ic has to do with whether a gun jas been 

l€ired since it was last clwaned, which may have been 30 years 
ii} 

ago or LU minutes ayo. 

NO That's correct. 

| 

F A 1 an yenercally familiar with these kinds of things. 

y fe that a test that would be rsoutinediy performed in 

an examination of any alleged murder xepuni ’ 

3 A {t might be. Te might be routinely performed. You 

iknow, it would depand on what the interest was. You wouldn't 

Jjuse de tt foe the sake of. doing it. There would be some spec- 

ine cuoquest madu tu Jamewi on 1& this firearcn, for instance, 

has buen fired vince it was lawt cleaned or something like that. 

4! would Au have boen. dono in the case of the alleyod 

murder weapon dn the Kin, aysasvination? 
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Another point that. he raised was in a couple of in- 

starices he said that a document says it has -- simple example 

two. attachments and he only got one. Although the Bureau 
‘« 

people understand the difference between the notation that the 

5 put on a document where it has two different attachments and 

r : where it has one attachment in two copies, I must admit that u 

7 until now I am still puzzled, I am not sure what that differ-—- 

8: ; 
ence is. 

D2 | | oh But that is what we have found in those cases to 

10 |} ; 
Sort the extent that Mr. Mitchell was able to check them out. It 

may say four attachments and it was in fact -- in those few 

@ cases it was four copies of a single item. 

* “another point that Mr. Weisberg got into, he had 

" semarctt suggestions of documents that are not there. And 

° based on his very considerable expertise, they are documents 

16 
that he feels should be there. We have made an effort. 

17 —— : 
Inone particular he sa‘d that he had not received 

: 4 repext that reflected whether or not the rifle found had 

. been examined to see if it had been fired. Now Mr. Mitchell 

” afd Mr.Beckwith have gone — various nooks and exudes of 

a eheowBty2ooking? talking, and,as far as I can tell, Mr. Weis- 
‘ , 

“ perge¥’s quit2 correct. 
22 

fle has=not’seen ‘a report that reflects an examinatio: 
24 

to see if that rifle had previously been fired, but we have no’ 

| | fount any iit sol cannot say that any such report has 

c2 , ait . . e 
*. see o @ 



trace most of these items through, but by no means will he be 

22 ) l 

been..withheld. The,,logical argument for thinking you might 

ee quite good. We can't find one. 

So my conclusion really is that generally that a- 

researcher who is working with these files will be able to 

able to do so without difficulty. It's going to be hard. 

_ But I do want to or enetiest conclusion that I have 

reached in my own mind,and this is just my opinion, that alle- 

gations that are made that there's monkeying here, that there 

have been improper actions or motives in the processing or th 

filing within this MURKIN file, we have looxed at enough of 

that and.as far - I am concerned I will say categorically at 

a minimum that that certainly is not proven and as far as I 

am concerned as a general proposition that these are invalid 

accusations. 

_ Now as t have indicated, I want to reiterate it, 

because we will do it in other cases, too, once we have some- 
Py e 

thing to. go on, that the Bureau's already reprocessing certain 
- es 

® 

substantive information. I used the McCullough example, the 

confidential informant.who has become a subcommittee witness. 

And lastly, as the risk if I may of having about 

30 seconds more of the conees time, I would like to thank, or 

the record, bring to the attention of the Court four people 

who have been extremely helvful. This has been a massive pro 

j2ct. 

vos eT hee Ramee *
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- Department had decided not to appeal Judge Gesell's recent grant 

of a fee waiver to Weisberg for FBI records on the Kennedy 

assassination, Shea concluded his affidavit by stating that in 

light of these developments he thought he should reconsider his 

own prior actions on fee waivers sought by Weisberg. Id., { 9. 

On March 31, 1978, Shea determined that Weisberg should receive 

a fee waiver for all the Department's Kennedy and King assassinatio: 

records. 

G. Disclosure of Nonexisting Information 

In this litigation Weisberg also succeeded in establishing the 

nonexistence of information in the files searched. A particularly 

important example of this concerns his efforts to obtain the wsults 

of a cotton swab test which is used to determine whether or not a 

rifle has been fired recently. Such a test was performed on a branc 

new .243 caliber rifle which James Earl Ray purchased at the Aeromar 

Supply Company in Birmingham, Alabama and then returned. [R. 168, 

Exh. 1 at 8] As a result of Weisberg's consultancy report, which 

was utilized by Mr. Shea in his 1978 review of the case, a special 

search was made to see if the FBI had withheld any report of such a 

test conducted on the rifle which was found at the scene of the 

crime. Because of evidence that the 30.06 rifle left at. the scene 

of the crime may have been planted, Mr. Weisberg considered such a 

test quite important. In his January 12, 1979 testimony Shea report 

on the unsuccessful efforts to find such a report, stating that 

"(t]he logical argument for thinking you might see it is quite 

d. We can't find one." 
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